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CHAPTER IV 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

 

After conducting the research, the findings and analyses in this chapter 

were written by the researcher. For all of the research activities, the discussion of 

the findings is significant. The discussion's objectives are to respond to the 

problem's formulation and evaluate the results in light of the relevant theoretical 

literature review. 

A. Findings 

The data analyzed in this discovery comes from the student interview. 

The researcher conducted interviews to learn about students' perspectives on 

and experiences with learning English outside of the classroom using 

YouTube. Twelve questions must be addressed in order to complete this study. 

Channels on YouTube that students use to study English outside of class.  

The advantages of studying English outside the classroom employing 

YouTube. The disadvantages of using YouTube for English education outside 

the classroom: 

1. Youtube channel that the students use as media for study english outside the 

classroom. 

a. eBright Channel 

This channel is one of channel who participant used for her improve 

listening skill in English learning outside the classrooom. 

“To learn English, I often use the ebright channel, and for listening skill, 

I use the abright channel”. 

 

 

 

 

 



EBright channel has been the expert of IELTS, IBT TOEFL, pBT 

TOEFL, TOEIC, and professional conversation trainings for students and 

lecturers of some universities in Indonesia. For more information on our 

programs, please visit www.edubright.co.id. The IELTS preparation 

service is, of course, the most sought-after curriculum. The IELTS 

preparation program was launched in 2013 and has since become 

Semarang's best-value offering. By showcasing our IELTS study strategy 

online in this platform, we are presently making progress. 

http://www.youtube.com/@edubrightonline  

 
Figure 4.1 Channel ebright 

http://www.youtube.com/@edubrightonline


 
Figure 4.2 Some videos from ebright channel 

 

This channel have some videos like that figure 4.2 are microsoft 

edge 2020 08 30 17 55 26, microsoft edge 2020 08 30 17 28 21, 

microsoft edge 2020 08 30 17 22 14, microsoft edge 2020 08 30 17 14 

37, microsoft edge 2020 08 30 16 46 50, and last microsoft edge 2020 08 

30 16 52 20. If you want watch that videos for improve your English.  

 

 

 



b. Kampung Inggris LC Channel 

This channel is the second channel from participant used for improve 

English skills, especially daily life, grammar etc,. 

“I also use other channels such as kampung inggris lc, albanjary 

education, and bryneea’s channel”. 

One of the biggest and most well-liked English language schools in 

Pare, Kampung inggris LC has more than 43.000 members who have 

personally verified to and experienced the advantages. It is a language 

center located in Pare, Kediri. 

http://www.youtube.com/@kampunginggrislc 

 
   Figure 4.3 Channel kampung inggris lc 

http://www.youtube.com/@kampunginggrislc


 
   Figure 4.4 Some videos from kampung inggris lc channel 

 

This channel have some videos like that figure 4.4 are perbedaan 

have, has dan had dalam bahasa inggris, belajar pronunciation yuk!, kupas 

tuntas present perfect tense yuk!, ini dia perbedaan may dan might!, for 

example va such as. From that videos you can watch for imrpove your 

English skill. 

 



c. Albanjary Education Channel 

 The Albanjary education channel is the channel that students used 

to explore a higher degree in their English proficiency outside of the 

classroom. 

“I also use other channels such as kampung inggris lc, albanjary 

education, and bryneea’s channel”.  

This channel serves as a forum for knowledge exchange as well as 

a blended learning environment for courses in academic writing, English, 

Arabic, and Islamic education philosophy. In 2020, Albanjary Education 

signed up for YouTube. 

http://www.youtube.com/@AlbanjaryEducation  

 
Figure 4.5 Channel Albanjary education 

http://www.youtube.com/@AlbanjaryEducation


 
Figure 4.6 Some videos from albanjary education channel 

 

This channel have some videos like that figure 4.6 are cognitivism 

in ELT, behaviorism in ELT, contructivism in ELT. From that videos you 

can improve your English skill and you can find another videos from this 

channel, everyday and everywhere if you want learning English outside 

the classroom. 

d. Bryneea’s Channel 

Bryneea's channel, which she uses as an alternate channel to learn 

English from another section, is the fourth channel that the participant 

utilized to better her English outside of the classroom. 

 “I also use other channels such as kampung inggris lc, albanjary 

education, and bryneea’s channel”. 

 

 

 

 



    Bryneea's Channel is a tutorial channel that uses English and 

excellent video editing to create quite unique, perhaps aesthetically 

pleasing, videos. In addition to being able to improve your English on 

this channel, you can also find a lot of knowledge about tutorials for 

learning things like making PPT, posters, notes, minivlogs, mindmaps, 

and so on. This channel is managed or created by a woman named Nea in 

2020, and she makes variety types of tutorials so that it does not appear 

boring with and can learn English at the same time. 

http://www.youtube.com/@Bryneea’sChannel  

 
Figure 4.7 Channel bryneea’s  

http://www.youtube.com/@Bryneea'sChannel


 
Figure 4.8 Some videos from bryneea’s channel 

 

This channel have some videos like that figure 4.8 are powerpoint 

tema farmasi, ppt birthday boyfriend, powerpoint tema siswa sma, 

powerpoint tema kucing, powerpoint template aesthetic gingham pattern, 

powerpoint pshychology templates. This channel you can watch some 

videos about made powerpoint and also improve your English skill from 



that videos tutorial because this channel used English language for them 

videos. 

e. Fluency Channel 

The last channel that students used for improve her English skills, 

especially speaking skill is fluency channel 

“For speaking skill, I use the English fluency channel" 

This final channel, which presents a lot of content in the form of 

podcasts presented by Jack, is one that you might want to consider if you 

want to enhance your listening abilities. In some of Jack's content, he 

also includes videos of himself elaborating on how to improve listening 

skills or other similar topics. 

 https://www.youtube.com/@tofluency 

 
Figure 4.9 Channel to fluency 

https://www.youtube.com/@tofluency


 
Figure 4.10 Some videos from to fluency channel 

 

  This channel have some videos like that figure 2.6 are learn 

English podcast: how to learn faster with microlearning (examples 

included), English podcast: what it is like being a youtuber & tips for 

being a succes, English podcast: master English conditionals in under 23 

minutes, English podcast: find your flow state when learning English (4 



ways), English podcast: secret memory tricks, shadowing, and the key, 

learn English podcast: christmas phrases, traditions, and stories. You can 

watch that videos for your improve listening skill. 

2. The advantages of using Youtube as media for study English outside the 

classroom 

“The advantages of learning using Youtube is that it provides convenience 

to students who can learn without having to do it face to face at school, and 

learning content can be watched repeatedly”. 

a. Learn without having to do it face to face at school 

One of the advantages of learning English through YouTube, in the 

participant's opinion, is that it is a very simple method of instruction 

because you don't have to learn in person in a classroom. You can study 

wherever you are, whenever you want, outside of it, and you can use the 

Youtube application to improve or add to your English skills. 

b. Learning content can be watched repeatedly 

And another advantage of learning English on YouTube outside of 

a classroom, as mentioned by the participant, is that it can be viewed 

repeatedly whenever you want, provided there is still an internet 

connection and a device that supports it. This is in contrast to learning in 

a classroom with a teacher, who can only be heard or seen during class. 

3. The disadvantages of using youtube as media for study english outside the 

classroom 

“The disadvantages of learning english using youtube are that it requires a 

smooth network, is wasteful in the use of internet banwidth, and has 

monotonous videos”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



a. Requires a smooth network 

The first participant clarified that needing a stable network is one 

of the disadvantages of using YouTube to learn English outside of the 

classroom because if you can not connect to the YouTube program 

properly, you will not be able to watch or use YouTube to learn English. 

b. Wasteful in the use of internet banwidth 

The participant explained the second disadvantage of using 

YouTube to learn English, which is that you have to use an internet 

network and get internet quotas because of the ways incorrectly this 

YouTube application uses the internet. As a result, if you want to use this 

application, you must have a large amount of internet quotas available. 

c. Monotonous videos 

The third disadvantages explained by the participant in using 

youtube to learning english is that the videos are monotonous, in order 

not to grow bored while learning English language skills, try to find more 

channels or contents that are interesting and can prevent you from getting 

bored. For example, if you learn to use YouTube, you will naturally 

watch the same videos over and over again. If this makes you bored, 

however, you must look for other channels with alternative choices 

because if you are bored while learning, this will cause you to become 

lazy to study. 

 

B. Discussion 

The purpose of this research is analyzing the student experience using for 

learning English outside the classroom. This part present the discussion the 

findings. Along with the student narrative in interview. Some students relate to 

theories are made to show theoretical support for the findings. This part is 

arranged based on research question, such as:  

 

 



Youtube channels that the Students use as media for study English outside the 

classroom. The advantages of using Youtube as media for study English 

outside the classroom. The disadvantages of using Youtube as media for study 

English outside the classroom. 

1. Youtube channels that students use as media for learning study english 

outside the classroom 

According to Dabamona & Yunus (2022) The use of youtube for 

learning english: exploring technology based approach, youtube can be use 

as tool for learning english to support students in learning english 

independently in informal situation as well as giving a winder opportunity to 

improve their english skills. 

English skill in youtube channels have four skills, such as: listening 

(learn english though story for free channel, TED channel and to fluency 

channel), speaking (learn english with tangerine academy channel and 

english speaking course channel), reading (english language academy 

channel) and the last one writing (english 5days channel). 

Participant use youtube to support her english outside the classroom 

since she was in the 2nd grade of high school until now, she also have 

channel youtube favorite for learning english skills, for listening skill she 

use the eBright channel and for speaking skill she use english fluency 

journey channel. And she watch another channel for improve her english 

skill like, kampung inggris LC, Albanjary Education, and Bryneea’s 

channel.  

Researcher assums that student have many channels for support her english 

skills but just one channel from theoretical review and student same channel 

is fluency channel. 

 

 

 

 

 



2. The advantages of using youtube as media for study english outside the 

classroom 

According to Rajendran & Din (2021) The advantages learning 

english use youtube have some sharacteristic if students can able to adapt, 

they can get unlimited access to all channels with internet quota. In this 

application students also can online everytime and everywhere, students 

have unlimited material too for improve their english language, on this 

application students to get advantages, like easy incorporation, create a 

community, online disscussion, comprehention of complex subjects and also 

make videos. 

According to Wang & Chan (2019) This study inrestigated EFL 

university students self-regulated language learning on youtube outside the 

classroom. Their responses were analyzed to provide insight into learners’ 

attitudes toward this technology-enhanced learning strategy and it is impact 

on their learning of english. Result show that the most highlighted purposes 

for learning english on youtube were to explore more learning resources, to 

seek the attraction of learning english and to explore cultural knowledge.  

Participant said the advantages of learning using youtube is that it 

provides convenience to students who can learn without having to do it face 

to face at school, and learning content can be watched repeatedly. 

Researcher assumses that student says is relate with theorytical and previous 

study. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



3. The disadvantages of using youtube as media for study english outside the 

classroom 

According to Jalaluddin (2016) Disadvantages of using youtube for  

learning english outside the classroom students can face the problems in 

understanding the language of videos, the kind of language level used in the 

videos can be confonding for the students, there could be issues of privacy 

invation, there could be copyright issues, some videos can sometimes be 

inappropriate warning, no restriction on comments, no control over using it, 

sometime tasteless and inappropriate contents can another students while 

looking for resources, youtube can easily distract the students and get them 

off the topic easily.  

Participant said the disadvantages of learning english using youtube 

are that it requires a smooth network, is wasteful in the use of internet 

banwidth, and has monotonous videos. 

Researcher assumses that student says is relate with theorytical. 

 

 



 

 
 

 


